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OXEN Technology may be new to you, but we’ve been providing 
IT solutions for 30+ years. We’re a full-service IT and managed services 
provider helping local organizations thrive through a simplified technology 
experience. 

In this Winter 2022 issue of OXEN NETWORKED, you’ll find information and 
insights to help your organization discuss its IT concerns for the coming year. It 
begins on page 3 with the question Feeling Defeated About IT Security? Terry 
Allen, Sr. Consultant — CIO/CISO Services, shares his thoughts on how to move 
past feeling overwhelmed and move forward with help from OXEN Technology.

On pages 4 and 5, there’s a Business Spotlight on Carson Bank. With roots 
back to 1886, Carson Bank has a long history of growth and is now in its fourth 
generation of family ownership and management. OXEN Technology is honored 
to be chosen as this bank’s technology provider for solutions in networking, server 
management, desktop support, firewall, backups, and security.

You’ll find Allen’s State of Cybersecurity 2022 on page 6, followed by Every 
Business Needs a Continuity Plan on page 7. These articles will hopefully 
encourage you to take stock and take action to protect the security of your data.

While 2022 will undoubtedly present its share of challenges, you can face them more 
easily with OXEN Technology on your team. Please contact us if you have questions.

Sincerely,

Kelle White
VP of Sales & Marketing
OXEN Technology
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Let OXEN Technology 
help manage and reduce 
your risk

FEELING
DEFEATED
ABOUT IT
SECURITY?

The noise around cyberattacks is deafening. We continually 
see news stories about information systems compromised by
cybercriminals, including data breaches at some of the world’s 
largest companies. If those companies — with huge budgets 
for information security and dedicated security teams — are 
unable to always defend against a cyberattack, what chance 
does a small business operator have?

You may feel defeated by the headlines and simply ignore the
perceived danger or allow fear to paralyze you into inaction. 
You may think, “I’m going to roll the dice and take my chances.” 
Or you may give up and just get cybersecurity insurance.

While these responses are understandable, they aren’t helpful. 
You must stay informed and act intentionally to address the 
real risks of cyberattacks. This may sound overwhelming, but 
it doesn’t have to be.

Keep in mind that the challenges of IT security grow 
exponentially with the size and complexity of a business. 
That means your small business has a much greater chance 
of mitigating your cybersecurity risk than the large ones do. 

What’s more, you don’t have to do this on your own. I’ll 
illustrate this point with an analogy to physical health. Most 
of us want to take care of our bodies by getting fit, losing 
weight, sleeping better, managing stress, and avoiding illness. 
But it can be daunting to figure out how to achieve these goals. 
We must research nutritional content, exercise regimens, family 
medical history, our unique health issues, and other factors. 
Without the right guidance and support, it’s easy to get 
discouraged by the complexity of physical health and avoid 
making any changes at all. 

Like our bodies, IT technology presents a similarly complex 
array of systems that need to be managed by the right people 
and resources, especially when considering the seriousness of 
today’s threats. A majority of successful cyberattacks take 
place due to businesses not paying attention to the fundamentals 
of security. For this reason, I can’t emphasize enough the 
importance of using an outside IT consultant — someone who’s 
not “up to their neck” in the day-to-day operations of your 
business. An objective third party can point out your blind 
spots and add a broad base of knowledge and experience 
to your team. 

With the right coaching and persistent action, your technology can be secured. OXEN Technology 
knows how attackers come after a network and how to defend it. To learn more, call 
888.296.3619 or visit oxen.tech. 

By Terry L. Allen, CISSP  
Sr. Consultant – CIO/CISO Services
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The Carson Bank story began in 1886, when the newly settled citizens of Mulvane, Kansas, celebrated 
the opening of Mulvane State Bank. It was purchased in 1949 by F.L. Carson and his son, F.L. Carson 
Jr. and renamed Carson Bank in their memory on July 1, 2008.

FOUR GENERATIONS, FOUR LOCATIONS
Today, Frank L. Carson III serves as Chairman of the Board, 
and Frank L. Carson IV serves as President and CEO, marking 
the fourth generation of family ownership and management. 
Carson Bank has steadily grown throughout its long history, 
building on the traditional values of neighborly respect, hard 
work, and integrity while incorporating new technologies to 
enhance its services.

In addition to the main bank in Mulvane, Carson Bank has 
full-service branches in the Mulvane, Derby, and Wichita 
communities. Local businesses will find the support they need 
to grow, and families can choose from a variety of personal 
banking solutions. Everyone at Carson Bank continuously 
strives to perform above and beyond the expectations of 
customers and the communities they serve.

These expectations include friendly and attentive customer 
service as well as safeguards for data privacy and security. 
Regarding the latter, Carson Bank requires the right 
technology partner.

BENEFITING FROM OXEN TECHNOLOGY
Scott Nelson, Chief Financial Officer, said, “Carson Bank 
previously worked with a different technology provider. 

We decided to make a change because we needed a 
company that better understood our business — a trusted 
partner that could help us increase our security posture in 
a customized way. Before choosing to make the switch to 
OXEN Technology, we completed due diligence on multiple 
providers including site visits. OXEN impressed us the most.”

Carson Bank now relies on OXEN Technology for the following:
•   Full Network Management – Offering a holistic and 

comprehensive network management approach 
•  �CISO�(Chief�Information�Security�Officer)�Services – 

Specializing in the people-focused aspects of cybersecurity 
•   Shared�CIO�(Chief�Information�Office)�Services�– A 

consultative way to bring a new perspective to business 
discussions

•   Security Solutions – Including Managed Backup + 
Business Continuity, Managed Firewall, Endpoint Protection, 
Managed Anti-Spam, Endpoint Detection & Response + 
SOC, and Breach Prevention Services

How has Carson Bank benefitted from using these OXEN 
Technology solutions? Nelson replied, “We’ve benefited in 
multiple ways. For starters, we’ve increased the depth and 
breadth of specialist expertise. Whenever needed, we can 

BUSINESS SPOTLIGHT

Combining the values of the past with the technology of today
CARSON BANK
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COMMON
SECURITY THREATS
Information systems are among a 
company’s most vital assets, yet they 
are sometimes left vulnerable to threats 
that could damage or destroy them. 
In addition to computer viruses, com-
mon threats include:

Denial-of-Service Attacks
A denial-of-service attack (DoS) 
is an attempt to make a computer 
resource unavailable to its intended 
users. It generally involves preventing 
an Internet site or service from func-
tioning efficiently or at all. 

Cyber Extortion
Cyber extortion is a new twist on an 
old racket — “Give us money or we’ll 
shut you down.” Methods vary but can 
include a DoS, theft of confidential 
data, defacement of your website, or 
an attack that locks up or encrypts 
your data. 

Unsecured Wireless
Access Points
An unsecured Wireless Access Point 
(WAP) or an Access Point that is 
using old, outdated technology for 
security (such as WEP) provides a 
hacker with an easy route into your 
network. 

Rootkit
A rootkit is a set of software tools 
intended to conceal running processes, 
files, or system data from the operat-
ing system. Rootkits have been used 
increasingly by malware to help intrud-
ers maintain access to systems while 
avoiding detection. 

call on OXEN experts in networking, server management, desktop support, 
firewall, backups, and security.” 

He continued, “We’ve also benefited from the Shared CIO option. Terry Allen
(Sr. Consultant – CIO/CISO Services) helps guide the big picture of IT 
security at Carson Bank using an outcome-oriented approach. OXEN has 
introduced us to best-in-class software and processes to ensure our customers’ 
information is secure. The banking industry is highly regulated, and we have 
third-party auditors or examiners coming to Carson Bank multiple times per 
year. I appreciate that OXEN has been very responsive to our requests and 
remediation needs.”

GOING THE EXTRA MILE
Since Carson Bank strives to deliver excellence in customer service, it’s not 
surprising that it also values this same quality in OXEN Technology. 

Nelson said, “All the OXEN team members I work with are great. Each has 
gone the extra mile at one time or another, as Carson Bank has made some 
large changes in our IT infrastructure over the last two years. One of my favorite 
examples took place in March 2020, when COVID began to spread across the 
US. We were all unsure what the disruption would look like, but we were able 
to get multiple laptops provisioned and secured for remote work. We received 
a carload of laptops on a Friday, and by that Monday, we were confident we 
could conduct business safely and securely from home if necessary.”

We’ve increased the depth and breadth of specialist 
expertise. Whenever needed, we can call on OXEN 

experts in networking, server management, desktop
support, firewall, backups, and security.” 

—  SCOTT NELSON, CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER, CARSON BANK

CARSON BANK
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We faced many challenges in 2021 related to the pandemic, 
supply chain issues, inflation, workforce supply, politics, and 
cybersecurity. I think it’s important to remember that previous 
generations have also faced long lists of challenges — including 
the Spanish Flu, wars and global conflicts, the Great Depression, 
and other economic and workforce pressures. About the only 
thing our parents and grandparents didn’t have to contend 
with was cybersecurity.

Last�year�was�a�defining�one�for�cybersecurity.�
DarkReading.com�recounts�some�of�2021’s�most�� �
impactful incidents:
•   A severe vulnerability in Log4J logging framework was 

present in untold numbers of devices worldwide.

•   A ransomware attack on Colonial Pipeline resulted in gas 
shortages on the East Coast. 

•   Kaseya, an IT management platform used by IT service 
providers, was attacked. This infected thousands of 
downstream client networks with ransomware.

•   An on-premises Microsoft Exchange Server (ProxyLogon) 
vulnerability occurred that was so bad, the FBI was ordered 
to take the unprecedented step to intervene on private 
mail servers to mitigate the damage.

•   The “PrintNightmare” vulnerability appeared in the essential 
document printing subsystem of every single Microsoft 
desktop and server.

Ideally, software defects are found proactively, then reported 
and fixed privately, before being disclosed publicly. Many 
of the incidents above, however, were zero-day attacks. This 

means integral defects in a software system are found to be 
actively used by malicious actors to attack computer systems 
before IT teams and software manufacturers have sufficient 
knowledge and can take appropriate action. 

OXEN Technology continues to grow through these and other
challenges with our clients. Last year, we entered a partnership 
with a top managed security services provider (MSSP). 
Specifically, this relationship adds Security Operations Center 
capabilities to our portfolio to enable 24x7x365 monitoring, 
alerting, and incident response for every Windows endpoint.  

We also upgraded our baseline “antivirus” offerings to a next-
generation class of software known as Endpoint Detection &
Response (EDR). This evolution equips the smallest organizations 
with highly advanced capabilities to protect from today’s 
cyberthreats. To harden the security of Microsoft 365 SaaS
environments, OXEN is now using a consensus-driven framework 
to give assurances of confidentiality, integrity, and availability.

Lastly, OXEN has dedicated two of our senior IT leaders to 
be credentialed as Certified Information Systems Security 
Professionals (CISSP). This globally recognized, accredited, 
and widely endorsed certification proves we have what it 
takes to effectively design, implement, and manage a best-
in-class cybersecurity program. 

Let OXEN journey with you in 2022 as a 
trusted advisor in business and cybersecurity. 
We’re all in this together. 

Source: www.darkreading.com/attacks-breaches/6-of-the-most-impactful-
cybersecurity-incidents-of-2021

How 2021 prepared us for the challenges ahead
STATE OF CYBERSECURITY 2022 

By Terry L. Allen, CISSP, Sr. Consultant – CIO/CISO Services

https://www.darkreading.com/attacks-breaches/6-of-the-most-impactful-
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MANAGED OXBOX
FOR BUSINESS 
CONTINUITY
Managed OXBOX from OXEN 
Technology is much more than a 
simple backup service. It’s a disaster 
recovery solution for your business 
that also provides quick recovery 
options like local or cloud-based 
virtual failover.

A single on-site appliance, the OXBOX, 
eliminates backup complexity and 
easily handles data backup, replication 
to off-site cloud storage, file/folder 
recovery, and virtualization. You can 
store backup images, replicate them 
offsite, and virtualize them for fast 
recovery — all within minutes. That’s 
true business continuity.

With pre-built options, Managed 
OXBOX is perfect for environments 
with up to 2 terabytes of data. It can 
also be scaled up to handle larger 
environments and customized for 
organizations with regulatory, com-
pliance, or archiving requirements or 
unique retention needs. 

With Managed OXBOX, your data is 
protected with multiple backup meth-
ods and points of recovery. You can 
be sure your data is retrievable even 
in the case of lost files, corrupted data,
ransomware attacks, failed hardware, 
or catastrophe. 

To�learn�more,�visit�oxen.tech/
discover-backup/#oxbox.

Could your small business stay operational in the event of a 
disaster such as a tornado, fire, or flood? It may not be a pleasant 
topic to consider, but it’s certainly a necessary one. 

A business continuity plan can ensure that your business is able to recover and 
continue functioning after (or even during) a major disaster. The development of 
such a plan does not have to be a difficult process. Do some research online and 
you’ll find guides, sample plans, and software to help you. You’ll be prompted to 
do tasks such as the following: 

•  Assess the possible impact a natural disaster would have on your business.

•   Select a Crisis Manager and team of key staff members responsible for 
creating and executing the continuity plan. 

•  Document employee emergency contact information.

•   Create a prioritized list of essential 
operations, staff, and procedures 
needed to recover from a disaster 
and continue business.

•   List primary and alternate suppliers 
and contractors who can provide the 
equipment and supplies you need to 
continue business. 

•   Designate an alternate business 
location with phone and computer 
access.

•   Protect your computer hardware 
and software, and plan for backup 
computers at your alternate location.

•   Back up critical records and store 
them online or at a secure off-site 
location. 

•   Decide on methods of communication 
with workers, clients, vendors, and media.

•   Train workers and review your plan 
annually.

It all comes down to this: If you fail to plan, you plan to 
fail. So, make sure you develop and maintain a business 
continuity plan.

EVERY BUSINESS NEEDS
A CONTINUITY PLAN



HAVE QUESTIONS ABOUT
CYBERSECURITY, COMPLIANCE, AND 

BUSINESS CONTINUITY?

OUR IT SECURITY
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HAVE THE ANSWERS.

To learn more, call 888.296.3619
or visit www.oxen.tech.
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